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In the previous chapter, we discussed the different ways to create a stroke. In
this chapter, we present various interaction devices and techniques that help
users sketch in a 3D environment. An interaction device or technique is a
combination of hardware and software elements that help users accomplish
a single task [1], in this case, to create 3D sketches. When talking about
specific interaction devices or techniques, it is important to consider the needs
of the user. For 3D sketching, these needs change depending on the type
of sketch the user wants to create [2, 3, 4]. It is also important to consider
the affordances that different interaction devices or techniques have, as they
affect the way users utilise them [5, 6]. Affordances are an attribute of the
tool that shows which features they offer to the user [5, 6].

Based on these considerations, we divide this chapter into two parts. First,
we will talk about user interface or interaction technique that allow users to
draw conceptual and technical sketches. We will discuss the characteristics
that makes them more appropriate for each specific sketch type. Then, we
will talk about the functional and physical affordances of a user interface or
interaction technique. Here, we will discuss how these affordances can affect
the sketch produced by them. This chapter is useful for readers that want to
design their interaction device or technique for sketching in 3D, as we discuss
the different properties they need to consider. For example, the type of sketch
their interaction device or technique can create and the affordances they need
to have.
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Figure 8.1: The three different types of systems we are discussing in this
chapter.

8.1 Sketch types

In Chapter 1, we already talked about the design process, which is
“the complex activity of creating and evaluating specifications of artifacts
whose form and function achieve stated objectives and satisfy specified
constraints” [7] and the importance of sketching during it. In general, during
the design process, the goal of the user for the sketches they make changes
depending on their current stage, and this goal informs the sketch type [4].
For example, a designer produces a conceptual sketch when exploring a new
idea, and a technical drawing when they are creating the final design of a
product. Here, we divide the interaction devices and techniques into three
groups (Figure 8.1) based on their functionalities:

(a) systems for conceptual sketches, which are unstructured and ambiguous,

(b) systems for drafting that produce accurate scale drawings,

(c) mixed systems that help users draw sketches with characteristics of the
other two sketch types

The systems in this last category are those that see 3D sketching as a unique
medium and try to create a balance between keeping the interaction fluid and
making accurate sketches.

8.1.1 Conceptual 3D sketches

In In Chapter 1, we state that conceptual sketches are used early in the design
process to communicate the general aesthetic and to explore the technical
aspects of a design. In this stage, designers need to explore initial ideas
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.2: 3D freehand drawing systems follow the user hand movements.
For example, (a) SymbiosisSketch [11] and (b) [12] system.

quickly and simply, so they can formulate a tentative solution. Designers of
3D sketching interfaces for conceptual sketches need to provide interaction
techniques that are fluid, expressive and fast [8]. Interaction techniques in this
category also need to be intuitive [9] and support the creative process, because
other windows, icons, menus, pointer (WIMP)-based forms of interaction
would fragment and hinder creative designing [10]. One interaction technique
that meets these characteristics is freehand drawing, in which the stroke
follows the user hand movement. There are different variations of freehand
drawing, which depend on the input device used to create the strokes. Each
of these implementations provides users with unique ways to draw more
accurately.

3D freehand drawing

The first interaction technique we present is 3D freehand drawing which
is the direct translation of sketching with a pen on a paper to 3D as
illustrated in Figure 8.2. 3D freehand drawing uses a 6-DoF input device
to follow the user’s arm movements in space, which provides an intuitive
and effective method of conceptualising new shapes [13]. This feature makes
this interaction a popular choice among user interfaces [11, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 12, 22, 23]. One characteristic of 3D freehand drawings
is that the system does not constrain the user’s actions. However, a user
interface or device can use the stroke’s properties to affect the sketch. To
name three examples, in Fluid Sketching [17] users paint with fluids that
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.3: SymbiosisSketch [11] allows decreasing (a) or increasing (b)
the object’s scale to allow users to draw large-scale objects and fine details,
respectively.

blend, in CavePainting different brushes have different behaviours [19] while
Griddraw [20] creates a 3D grid of force vectors to alter the appearance of
the stroke.

A limitation of 3D freehand drawing is the difficulty to control the stroke
using the shoulder or the elbow [24, 25]. One way to solve this problem is to
allow users to create small strokes that users can draw by only moving their
wrist, and then provide tools to scale these strokes to their real size. Such
an approach is adopted in SymbiosisSketch [11] and Tano et al.’s system
as illustrated in Figure 8.3. However, these scaling techniques should not
break the interaction flow by introducing WIMP-like interaction patterns to,
for example, manually position the drawing plane. Another way to provide
more stroke control, is to allow users to draw on a tracked 2D plane inside
a 3D virtual environment [11, 15, 26]. These systems benefit from having a
physical surface to draw on, and latch onto the user’s experience of sketching
with a pen. Similar to these interaction devices, other systems use a 2D screen
to display the sketch [27, 28, 29]. However, these systems need to provide
navigation tools so users can change their viewpoint. These systems also need
to project the user 2D stroke to 3D. For example, Agile 3D Sketching [27]
and SketchingWithHands [28] project the strokes to a virtual plane that is
defined by the user. Both systems allow users to move their viewpoint using
a combination of gestures.

3D modelling

There is also a category of user interfaces that use interaction devices and
techniques to mimic the actions of modelling an object with clay [30, 31,
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.4: 3D modelling systems emulate the action of modelling with clay.
For example, (a) AiRSculpt [33] and (b) Sculpting [31].

32, 33, 34]. See Figure 8.4. These tools are more related to modelling than
drawing, but they still focus on being fluid and expressive by not focusing on
the creation of polygons. For example, AiRSculpt [33] allows users to model
a sphere into different shapes by adding and removing material. Another
example is Leal et al.’s system that provides users with tracked fabric which
users can twist and reshape to create virtual surfaces.

In general, previously proposed interaction devices and techniques for
3D sketching conceptual sketches try to stay flexible and fast by constraining
the user action the least amount possible. Designers of interaction devices or
techniques for 3D sketching should think in ways to use the advantages of
using a digital system, like Fluid Sketching [17] and Griddraw [20]. Also,
finding novel ways to merge physical objects and virtual objects [32, 35] is
still an open area of research.

8.1.2 Technical 3D sketches

Drafting sketches, also known as technical sketches, are mostly used during
the later stages of the design process to show the final design of a product. In
this stage designers need to precisely communicate an idea, so the sketch
should be unambiguous and easy to understand. To achieve this, most
designers use conventions and standards to represent objects, like the rules
for orthographic projection. They also use CAD systems like AutoCAD [36]
or Solidworks [37], as these allow to automate the process and bring a
high degree of accuracy to the sketch but with the loss of fluid interaction.
However, the control of the user interface requires much more attention
from the designers than in sketch-based systems. Designers of 3D sketching
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.5: RoMA [38] is a two-modes system because it allows users (a) to
use 3D freehand sketching and (b) to edit the vertices of a shape.

interactions for drafting sketches need to provide tools that allow users to
create precise shapes like lines, circles and curves. User interfaces in this
category also need to provide tools to edit the sketch. However, it is important
to avoid creating a WIMP-based 3D modelling software and to avoid losing
the intuitiveness and fluidity of sketching in 3D by constantly clicking on
buttons or menu items.

Bimodal interfaces

One way to fulfil the requirements of drafting sketches is to create a
user interface that has two modes, one uses 3D freehand drawing and the
other allows users to create geometrical figures, like cubes, cylinders and
spheres [39, 38] or use tools like revolve [40]. These two modes should
be separated because the characteristics of each interaction are different.
For freehand sketching, the ability to guide the interaction device should
be intuitive, which does not require a conscious engagement. However, for
creating specific geometric figures, the user needs to consider what each
figure represents and its properties [41]. One example of such interfaces is
RoMA [38], illustrated in Figure 8.5 that utilises 3D freehand drawing as the
main interaction technique. The system also allows users to create traditional
CAD primitives using revolve, extrude, loft, and sweep operations. By mixing
both interaction techniques, the final product is accurate enough that a robotic
3D printer can fabricate the objects drawn by the user. Another example
is Holosketch [39] which allows users to create strokes using freehand 3D
drawing. Users can also create primitives like cylinders, spheres, and cubes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.6: Automatic creation of 3D meshes systems use algorithms to
translate the user hand movement in space into 3D meshes. For example,
(a) Fuge et al.’s system and (b) Brush2Model [45].

By mixing both interaction techniques, users can create complex shapes
without having to sketch every single object. In summary, these interfaces
have one mode where users can sketch without constraints and another mode
where users can reflect on what was drawn and refine it using widget-based
interactions like handles and sliders.

Automatic creation of 3D meshes

Another way to create drafting sketches is to use an interaction technique
that translates user movement in space into 3D meshes. In these interaction
techniques, users create strokes using 3D freehand drawing. Then, the system
translates these strokes into meshes [40, 42, 43]. Most systems aim to
create the new surface without delay, but usually, the time between the
stroke and the mesh creation depends on the computational power needed
to calculate the new mesh and on the properties of the hardware used to
run the system. One problem with this approach is that a noticeable delay
between the two might affect the interaction by losing the fluidity of 3D
freehand sketching. Other interaction techniques allow users to define the
position and shape of a surface in space. For example, Fuge et al.’s system
illustrated in Figure 8.6(a) automatically converts a cloud of points in space
into surfaces. Users create these clouds by tapping with their fingers in the
air using a custom-made glove to detect the hand gestures and the pressure
of each tapping. Brush2Model [45], shown in Figure 8.6(b) gives users the
ability to draw the skeleton of a 3D object. The system automatically covers
this skeleton with a surface.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.7: Systems for drafting sketches should allow users to edit their
strokes. For example, (a) by directly editing the curve [46], and (b) by
over-sketching the existing mesh [42].

Editing sketches

User interfaces for drafting sketches also allow users to edit their sketches. A
common approach is to provide the standard tools used in modelling software,
like tools to manipulate the vertices of the object [44, 42, 45], change the
scale, position and orientation of the object [39], or manually modifying
the curves [46] as illustrated in Figure 8.7(a). Another approach is to allow
users to over-sketch the existing meshes [46, 42, 43], with this technique
the user re-draws a new line over the previous one to correct any mistakes
as illustrated in Figure 8.7(b). Giving users the ability to over-sketch their
designs, allows them to fix their mistakes without breaking the sketch-like
interaction, as over-sketching is widely used as a design tool for pen and
paper drawing [47].

Designers of interaction devices or techniques for 3D sketching
should consider different ways to use the advantages of sketching in 3D
while simultaneously giving users tools to edit their strokes in-depth.
This way, users can fix any error they made, like in RoMA [38] and
SPACESKETCH [42]. Future interaction devices or techniques should also
try to create systems that allow users to focus on the design process and less
on how to create the surface [44, 45].
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8.1.3 Mixed interfaces

Mixed interfaces aim to enable users to accurately sketch objects without
losing the advantages of sketching in a 3D space, such as fluidity,
expressiveness, and speed. These interfaces limit the user actions to make
them more precise but do not follow the conventions and standards of
desktop-based CAD. Mixed interfaces also rely on automation to remove
the cognitive load of the user. The resulting sketch can be an intermediate
step between creating a concept with pen and paper and a 3D model with a
CAD tool. Designers of 3D sketching interactions of mixed interfaces need
to focus on creating a balance between the need to be precise and how much
they constrain users, as they might run the risk of creating an interface that
limits the user’s creativity [48, 49].

Strokes to surfaces

There are different interactions that achieve a balance between precision
and fluidity. One of such interactions is strokes to surfaces [50, 51, 13].
These user interfaces allow users to create 3D strokes with different methods
like freehand 3D drawing [13] or tape drawing [50]. In the tape drawing
technique, users draw sketches on large scale surfaces using tape. Users
unroll the tape with one hand and slide the other hand along with the tape
while fastening it on the surface. Then, users extrude these strokes to create
surfaces. For the 3D variation, users then extrude these strokes to create
surfaces. See Figure 8.8(a) for a diagram of the interaction. An advantage
of the strokes to surfaces interaction is that users control both the stroke
and the surface creation process. However, users might make errors when
sketching the strokes that they will only notice once they extrude them. To
solve this problem, Lift-Off [51], illustrated in Figure 8.8(b) automatically
creates strokes using a 2D sketch. Users then position these strokes in space
before extruding them.

3D strokes to shapes

Other interfaces use the 3D strokes to shape interaction. In these interfaces,
users draw strokes in space, and then the system automatically transforms
these strokes into 3D models [52, 44, 53, 26] as shown in Figure 8.9. As
with the strokes to surfaces interaction, different systems use various ways
to create strokes. For example, 3D freehand drawing [52, 53] and hand
gestures [44]. The difficulty of using the 3D strokes to 3D shape interaction is
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.8: The strokes to surfaces interaction allow users to manually convert
strokes into surfaces. (a) diagram of the interaction [51], and (b) interaction
on Lift-Off [51].

(a) (b)

Figure 8.9: The 3D strokes to shapes interaction automatically convert the
user strokes into 3D shapes. For example, in ImmersiveFiberMesh [53] (a)
the user draws a stroke, and (b) the system automatically creates a 3D mesh.

to develop interpretative algorithms that are not overly sensitive to 3D input
inaccuracies. One way to improve user accuracy is to make users draw the
strokes in a physical object. For example, a tracked object that allows users
to directly create 3D strokes [26].

2D strokes to shapes

A similar interaction technique that also uses physical objects is called 2D
strokes to shapes [54, 55, 56, 51, 57, 58]. In this interaction technique,
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Figure 8.10: The 2D strokes to shapes interaction allow users to manually
extrude 2D strokes to create shapes. A system that uses this interaction is (a)
Mockup Builder [54].

users draw 2D objects that they later can extrude to 3D shapes in a similar
way as to how some 3D CAD tools work [59]. For example, Mockup
Builder [54, 55] shown in Figure 8.10 uses a touch table where users draw
strokes. Then users use hand gestures to extrude the new surface. The user’s
action mimics pulling and pushing the shape out of the table, so it is easy to
understand. This interaction technique also allows users to see the result of
their extrude in real-time. User interfaces that use the “2D strokes to shapes”
interaction techniques usually include tools to edit the sketch. For example,
some user interfaces allow users to change the position of vertices, edges and
surfaces [57]. Finally, other user interfaces edit sketches by over-sketching
the 3D model [58].

Beautification

The last interaction technique in this category is beautification, which
translates the user’s informal strokes into structured shapes. This interaction
technique automatically predicts the user’s intended drawn object to
transform the stroke into the correct shape. Beautification is widely explored
in 2D systems [60, 61, 62, 63], but less in systems for 3D sketching [64,
65, 66]. For example, Multiplanes [64] (Figure 8.11) beautifies the user’s
stroke to lines and circles in real-time. Doing the beautification in real-time
allows users to visualise the detected shape before they finish drawing, which
allows users to change their hand movements accordingly. On the technical
aspect, the main problem with beautification is to develop an algorithm
that correctly identifies the user’s intention. Otherwise, the user can get
frustrated. However, new research on improved object recognition with neural
networks [67, 68] is trying to solve this problem. On the interaction aspect,
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.11: Beautification examples from Multiplanes [64]. (a) Lines, and
(b) circles.

the problem with beautification is that beautified sketches can lose some of
their authenticity and stroke expressiveness, for example, lines not meeting at
corners or lines which are not straight [69]. Another problem with excessively
precise sketches, is that it violates the principle of a draft, that “preliminary
ideas should look preliminary” [70, 71].

Designers of mixed interfaces for 3D sketching should consider the
level of assistance the user interface provides. For example, one decision
designers need to make is if the user interface translates the user’s strokes
to a clean, well-connected curve network, like FreeDrawer [13] or not, like
Multiplanes [64]. Another decision is the amount of control the user has. For
example, if the user explicitly controls the extrusion paths like in Lift-Off [51]
or chooses from a fixed set of templates like in Window-Shaping [56]. All
these decisions affect the type of sketch the user can create.

Finally, regardless of the sketch type the user interface creates, some
design decisions depend on the type of device and interaction techniques used
to draw the sketch, as different devices and interaction techniques provide
different affordances. In the next section, we will discuss this topic in-depth.

8.2 Interaction techniques and devices affordances

Affordances are an attribute of the tool that shows which features they offer
to the user [5, 6]. Therefore, depending on the interaction technique and the
device used to create a sketch, their affordances affect the final sketch. For
example, it is important to consider the tip width of a pen, as this will affect
the level of detail of the sketch. Another feature to consider is the pen shape
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and size. Designers of user interfaces for 3D sketching need to consider the
affordances of the interaction technique and the device they choose. In this
section, we focus on the functional and physical affordances described by [5].

8.2.1 Functional affordances

Functional affordances are a design feature of an interaction technique or
device that helps users accomplish their work and are related to the way the
tool works [5, 72]. For example, the grid in a graph paper provides designers
with a functional affordance, as the presence and size of the grid affect the
way the user draws. Interaction devices and techniques for 3D sketching have
two main functional affordances. The first is the way users control the stroke
creation process. The second are the additional tools the system provides to
the user to help them be more accurate. Next, we are going to describe these
two functional affordances of a user interface.

8.2.1.1 3D Stroke Creation

In the last section, we described 3D freehand drawing as an interaction
technique where the user creates a stroke by moving their hand in space.
However, this interaction technique presents control and precision issues
related to the challenges of 3D sketching, see Section 6.2 for more
information. Here, we discuss different interaction techniques that affect
the way the stroke follows the drawing tool position. These interaction
techniques help users draw more accurately, but they also affect the look of
the sketch. For example, the stroke length, that is, short versus long, or the line
straightness, that is, curvy versus straight strokes. Finally, any of these stroke
creation methods can be used in the sketch types discussed in Section 8.1.
However, it is important to note that user interfaces created for different
sketch types can use any of the stroke-creation interaction techniques we are
going to discuss next.

Follow-hand

The most common stroke creation interaction technique is follow-hand.
This interaction technique is easy to understand and implement because
it directly translates the action of drawing with a pen to 3D sketching as
shown in Figure 8.12. It also allows users absolute control over the resulting
geometry, as it will follow all their hand movements. Examples of systems
using the follow-hand interaction technique are Smart3DGuides [14],
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.12: Follow-hand is the most common stroke creation interaction
technique. (a) CavePainting [19], and (b) diagram of the interaction [16].

SymbiosisSketch [11], and Multiplanes [64] among others [15, 17, 18, 23,
19]. Current commercial systems, like Tiltbrush [73], also use this interaction
technique. It is important to consider the amount of control a user has over
the stroke, as the sketch type will dictate the requirements. For example,
for conceptual sketches, a stroke with uneven twists along the stroke might
be desired, but for a final draft, some filtering needs to be applied to the
geometry to prevent them. An example of a system that filters the strokes is
SymbiosisSketch [11], which filters the user hand movement based on stroke
dynamics (drawing velocity). See Section 7.1 for more information. Finally,
it is important to consider that too much filtering can limit the characteristic
appearance of a sketch as a sketch.

For the follow-hand interaction technique, the type of geometry used to
represent the stroke affects the level of control the user has. In user interfaces
that use calligraphic stroke, for example ribbons, the arm and the controller
orientation affect the stroke, making it difficult to create smooth lines [74].
This problem is less present when the system uses cylinders because then,
the controller orientation does not influence the stroke. See Chapter 7 for a
technical explanation of surface creation However, regardless of the geometry
used, the follow-hand interaction is sensitive to the user’s mistakes. Yet, as we
mentioned before, this interaction technique also provides users with total
control of the stroke in the way of changing the stroke orientation while
drawing, which could make it preferred by experts.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.13: 3D tape drawing uses two hands to give users more control of
the drawing stroke. (a) [50]’s system, and (b) diagram of the interaction [50].

3D tape drawing

Another stroke-creation interaction technique based on a 2D drawing
technique is 3D tape drawing [18, 50, 74]. 3D tape drawing is a bimanual
drawing technique that provides explicit control of the tangent of the drawn
curve shown in Figure 8.13. In this interaction technique, the non-dominant
hand defines the tangent, and the dominant hand draws the line following
the tangent. Some implementations of 3D tape drawing use a drawing plane
to project the stroke, as they directly translate the technique from 2D. For
example, virtual planes on Grossman et al.’s system and physical planes on
Fleisch et al.’s system. Other implementations, like [74], translate this method
to 3D freehand drawing and do not project the stroke to a plane.

Compared to the follow-hand interaction technique, 3D tape drawing
helps reduce noise in the arm movements. This interaction technique also
helps users visualise the curve direction, which translates into better planning
of the stroke. However, one problem of 3D tape drawing is that it requires
coordination between the two hands. Another problem is that some shapes,
such as circles, are difficult to draw. Finally, 3D tape drawing is commonly
used when designing objects with curved lines, like cars.

Line-drag

The Line-drag interaction technique [50, 74, 75, 20] can be considered a
one hand implementation of the 3D tape drawing interaction technique.
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Figure 8.14: Line-drag is a one-hand implementation of 3D tape drawing.
Diagram of the interaction [74].

When using Line-Drag, the user defines a path that the stroke follows, see
Figure 8.14. A metaphor that better describes this interaction technique
is dragging a rope with the stroke attached at the end. One characteristic
of the line-drag interaction technique is that different implementations
apply different rules to the way the stroke follows the line. The simplest
implementation is to let users define the rope length. In Grossman et al.’s
system, users first define the start point with a click. Then, users draw the
path. Finally, with a second click, the stroke follows the drawn path. Another
implementation is to automatically adjust the length of the space between the
stroke and the cursor. For example, Drawing on Air [74] uses the stroke length
to adjust this length. The system has a predefined minimum and maximum
length to avoid errors. On the other hand, Dynamic Dragging [75] adjusts this
length based on the expected curvature of the stroke, the drawing speed or a
mix of both. A different approach is to use external constraints to affect the
length between the stroke and the cursor. For example, Dynasculpt [20] uses
a physical simulation that gives the cursor a specific mass, and it considers
the path as a damped spring. In this implementation, playing with the cursor
and path parameters affect the stroke properties.

The advantages and use cases of the line-drag interaction technique
are similar to those of 3D tape drawing. However, line-drag solves the
problems of using a bimanual interaction, like the coordination required to
draw difficult shapes. The disadvantage of this interaction technique is to
choose how the stroke follows the cursor: manual methods can be tedious,
but automatic methods can confuse users.

Connecting points

Until now, we discussed stroke creation interaction techniques that emulate
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Figure 8.15: The connecting points interaction creates a line between vertices
defined by the user. An example of this interaction is Tapline [16].

drawing with a pen and paper. Other interaction techniques automate the
stroke creation process. For example, the connecting points interaction
technique automatically creates a line between vertices defined by the user as
shown in Figure 8.15. This interaction technique is aimed at drawing straight
lines because users only need to define the start and end of the stroke. For
drawing curves a system can use a spline curve, where the stroke interpolates
between the points the user gives like Gravity Sketch [76] does.

There are different ways to place the vertices in space. One way is to
directly position the vertex in space like Tapline [16] and Brush2Model [45].
Another way is to use an indirect way to position the vertices, like
GoGo-Tapline [16], which uses the GoGo-cursor [77] to position the
points outside the user’s reach. Finally, connecting points can create both
strokes [16] and surfaces [44].

Bimanual creation

Another interaction technique that also relies on automation is bimanual
creation that allows users to draw using their two hands [51, 22, 45].
Bimanual creation uses two controllers, each attached to one end of the
stroke. When using this interaction technique, users define the stroke
curvature and length. Then the system translates these values into a stroke.
The separation between controllers defines the stroke length, and to change
the stroke orientation, users rotate the controllers. Bimanual creation allows
users to create smooth curved strokes with many arcs or twists, which can
be difficult with other stroke creation interaction techniques as illustrated in
Figure 8.16.

Different levels of automation are possible. For example, Lift-Off [51]
automatically creates the curves from 2D strokes, and the user only positions
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.16: The bimanual creation interaction uses two controllers to define
the curvature and length of a stroke. (a) [22]’s system, and (b) example
of different strokes created by the different combinations of controller
positions [22].

and rotates the curve. On the other hand, the system proposed by McGraw
et al. [22] uses Hermite spline curves, and the user wrist orientation controls
the curves of the stroke.

Physical-tools

The physical-tools interaction techniques [78, 31, 19] use the physical
device shape to communicate the possible actions to the user and try to
emulate the real-world capabilities of those devices virtually. For example,
emulating the way paint reacts with gravity when thrown from a bucket
or the stroke properties of a stroke made by a specific shape of a brush
as illustrated in Figure 8.17. It is important to note that the name of these
interaction techniques is a metaphor to describe the context the physical
device communicates to the user and does not relate to the ergonomic
properties of the device. The physical-tools interaction techniques’ main
advantage is to bring familiar behaviours to 3D sketching. Physical-tools
also allows users to explore other design possibilities besides lines and
geometrical figures. For example, three brushes of Cave painting [19] enter
this category. The Jackson Pollock++ and splat sprinkle a wall of the CAVE
with paint, and the Bucket covers a whole surface with paint as if it was
thrown with a bucket. Physical-tools also emulate specific tools found in the
real-world. Three modelling tools of “Sculpting” [31] enter this category. The
Additive Tool leaves a trail of material, like squeezing a toothpaste tube.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.17: Examples of systems that use physical-tools. (a) DAB [78]
© ACM and (b) CavePainting [19]

Second, the Heat Gun melts the existing materials as if it was Styrofoam.
And the Sandpaper smooths the shape by wearing away the ridges and filling
the valleys. Finally, DAB [78] emulates the feeling of drawing with different
brushes. Their 3D haptic brush models also affect the stroke characteristic.

In this section, we presented six stroke-creation interaction techniques
with specific advantages and disadvantages. When designing a 3D sketching
user interface, designers need to consider which stroke control interaction is
the best for their current goal. For example, if users are going to draw objects
that consist primarily of straight lines or of curves. However, it is important
to remember that users should be able to use the same sketching tool for
different situations. As Shneiderman wrote, “design with low thresholds, high
ceilings, and wide walls” [79]. In other words, a 3D sketching user interface
should be easy to understand, while providing a wide range of functionalities.

8.2.1.2 3D Drawing Tools

In this section, we discuss the functional affordances of the interaction
techniques that help users draw more accurately, while keeping the
fluidity and ease of sketching. These interaction techniques, also called
drawing-tools, try to diminish the ergonomic and technological issues of
3D sketching by providing additional drawing tools inside the virtual
environment that solve some of the problems mentioned in Section 6.2.2.1.
The drawing-tools available in a user interface depend on the type of
sketch the interface produces. The type of user also affects the drawing
tools available. Finally, to avoid confusing users, it is important to consider
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.18: RoMA [38] uses rays to point

the number and type of drawing-tools a user interface provides, as some
interaction techniques try to solve the same problem in different ways. Next,
we will discuss some popular drawing tools and discuss in which scenarios
they are useful.

Rays

Using a ray to show where the user controller intersects with the virtual
environment is widely used in virtual reality and augmented reality
applications. The goal of the rays interaction technique is to help users
know where they are pointing. The same principle applies to 3D sketching
interfaces, where a ray shows the exact intersection position of the drawing
device with the drawn sketch before they touch it.

The rays interaction technique is useful for editing sketches. For example,
in RoMA [38] a ray shows users the part of the sketch they are adjusting as
shown in Figure 8.18. In the more modelling-oriented user interfaces, rays
also helps users identify the selected edge, vertex or surface. Finally, the
rays interaction technique can work together with shape guides and drawing
planes to show the position where the stroke is going to be drawn.

Shape-guides

The shape-guides interaction technique consists of having guides inside
the virtual environment. These guides help users draw more accurately
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.19: The shape-guides interaction technique provides users with
guides inside the virtual environment. For example, (a) WireDraw [80] and
(b) Smart3DGuides [14].

by allowing them to visualise the errors they make. Most shape guides
interaction techniques react to the user’s actions, but this is not a requirement.
Designers of shape-guide interaction techniques need to consider the shape
and functionality of the guide, as these characteristics change depending on
the type of sketch the user interface creates.

One shape-guide interaction technique helps users visualise their next
stroke [50, 80] by displaying guides a user can trace over. For example,
WireDraw [80], shown in Figure 8.19(a), helps users create physical models
with a 3D extruder pen. WireDraw needs to know the drawn object so it can
divide it into strokes, and order the strokes into steps. After that, while the
user is drawing, the system shows the position and shape of the next stroke
users need to draw. Another shape-guide interaction technique uses a physical
object as a guide. For example, Milosevic et al.’s system uses a pen to trace
over objects that the system automatically translates into 3D models. These
shape-guides interaction techniques are useful in situations where the user
already knows what they are drawing and wants to transfer the model into
another medium. For example, WireDraw requires a digital model to create
the physical object. Another use case is when the user has a model and wants
to alter it or mix parts of different models. Here using 3D sketching over 3D
modelling tools might be beneficial thanks to the properties we have already
mentioned, such as fluidity and expressiveness among others. However, it is
important to note that tracing virtual objects can make the user’s stroke less
accurate [24].

Other shape-guide interaction techniques help users orient their drawings
in space [14, 28, 27]. For example, in Kim et al.’s system the user
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.20: Drawing-planes give users surfaces in space to draw on. For
example, (a) Napkin sketch [83, 84] for AR and (b) Multiplanes [64] for VR.

creates scaffolds by waving their hands. These scaffolds define the size and
general shape of the drawn sketch. Another example is Smart3DGuides [14],
shown in Figure 8.19(b), that has local and global reference frames that
help users keep the shape-likeness of their sketches consistent. Finally,
in SketchingWithHands [28] users use virtual models of their hands in
different poses to help them sketch objects that fit in the user’s hand.
Using shape-guides interaction techniques to help users visualise the final
shape assists them in planning their next stroke [14]. However, it is
important to avoid filling the virtual environment with guides, as this can
be counterproductive, because it can distract or confuse users [82].

Drawing-planes

In Section 6.2, we discussed that one common error users make when 3D
sketching is bending the stroke in depth. The drawing-planes interaction
technique helps users prevent this error by projecting the stroke to a plane [64,
15, 28, 27, 29, 38, 83, 84]. In other words, this interaction technique gives
users a virtual canvas on which they can draw.

The drawing-planes interaction technique has different implementations
depending on the device used to display the virtual environment. In
AR headsets, the drawing-planes interaction technique helps extend the
real-world to mid-air. For example, Napkin sketch [83], shown in
Figure 8.20(a), uses the real-world to create a base plane. Users can define
new canvas by drawing a line on the base-plane to set the orientation of
the new plane. Then, the system uses the base-plane normal to create the
new plane. Finally, users can further position the new plane by rotating it.
In VR headsets, the drawing-planes interaction technique shows a canvas
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inside the virtual environment. For example, Multiplanes [64], shown in
Figure 8.20(b), automatically generates drawing planes using the user’s hand
orientation and previously created planes. Multiplanes uses rules to create
parallel, perpendicular, acute angles, and free orientation planes. Another VR
example is Hyve-3D [15], where users draw in a tablet that they directly
position in the virtual environment. The tablet works as the drawing plane
on to which the system snaps the stroke.

Finally, the drawing-plane interaction technique is useful for interfaces
that use a 2D screen to display the virtual environment [28, 27, 29]. In these
devices, users position the plane in the virtual environment using common
interactions as in 3D CAD systems, such as widgets. Then, the system
projects the 2D strokes into these planes, which allows users to create 3D
sketches. For example, users translate the drawing-plane using a drag and
drop interaction in Mohanty et al.’s system. Users can also define a pivot and
a rotation radius to rotate the drawing-plane.

Drawing-surfaces

Like drawing-planes, the drawing-surfaces interaction technique [11, 50,
27, 83, 84] helps users improve their strokes. The difference between both
interaction techniques is that the drawing-surfaces interaction technique is
not limited to planar surfaces. Instead, users can draw on curved surfaces,
including the 3D model of an object. The advantage of drawing-surfaces over
drawing-planes is that users have more freedom to create complex shapes.

One example is SymbiosisSketch [11], shown in Figure 8.21(a), where
users can draw on previously created strokes. SymbiosisSketch also allows
users to create drawing planes and surfaces. Another example of this
interaction technique is Kim et al.’s system, shown in Figure 8.21(b), where
users draw in scaffolds created by their hand gestures.

In this section, we discussed four different interaction techniques that
help users draw more accurately. However, this is not a comprehensive
list, as designing drawing-tools that are easy to use and learn is still an
open area of research. As with the stroke creation interaction techniques,
the best drawing-tool is dependent on the sketch the user is drawing. This
decision will also depend on the device used to create the 3D sketch, as the
drawing-tool should enhance their affordances.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8.21: Drawing-surfaces give users surfaces of different shapes to draw
on. For example, (a) SymbiosisSketch [11], (b) [27]’s system, and (c) Napkin
sketch [83, 84].

8.2.2 Physical affordances

Physical affordances are the characteristics of an interaction device that helps
users achieve their tasks. For example, a button needs to have an adequate
size and an easy-to-access location [72]. Designers of user interfaces for 3D
sketching need to consider the physical affordances of the input device used
to create strokes. It is also important to consider if the user interface is going
to provide haptic feedback to the users and the physical affordances this
feedback provides. In the following sections, we are going to discuss these
two artefacts.

8.2.2.1 Input Device

The pen or pencil a person uses to draw gives different properties to the
sketch. For example, the nib used in a calligraphy pen affects the width of
the font, and the graphic harness of a pencil tells how hard or soft the stroke
is going to be. For 3D sketching user interfaces, the ergonomics of the input
device affects user performance [85, 86]. Some of the physical affordances
that designers of 3D user interfaces need to consider are the grip type [87],
and the weight distribution [88]. Next, we are going to discuss different input
devices used for 3D sketching and which affordances they provide.

Controllers

The last wave of VR and AR headsets such as Oculus Rift S [89] and Vive
Pro [90] come with controllers that work for a wide range of applications.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8.22: Current controllers for VR. (a) [92], (b) Windows Mixed Reality
Headset [93], (c) Oculus [89], and (d) [90]

See Figure 8.22. For a 3D sketching user interface, these controllers are easy
to use, as they are already integrated with the headset [14, 91, 22, 38, 45].
However, most of these controllers do not provide the physical affordances
that a user needs to create accurate sketches. For example, most controllers
use a power grip that helps users press buttons, but it makes doing precise
movements difficult [85]. Designers of user interfaces for 3D sketching can
solve the controllers’ accuracy issues using functional affordances. However,
usually, it is better to use other input devices.

Pens

Most people learn how to use a pen to write and sketch in their infancy,
and they can translate this knowledge into 3D sketching. The design of the
pen-like device encourages users to hold the pen using their fingers. Zhai
et al. [86] found that using the finger muscles to grip the input device has
better performance than using the wrist or elbows muscles. For example,
users can grab the pen using the precision grip, where users hold the pen
with their thumb and index fingers, which gives precise control of the
movement [87, 94]. Thanks to this affordance many user interfaces for 3D
sketching use a pen as an input device [95, 51, 27, 81, 53, 26, 96, 97, 80, 98].

When designing a pen for a 3D sketching system, it is important to
consider the way the system tracks the pen. Some devices use markers [96,
97]. For example, ARPen [96], shown in Figure 8.23(a) uses a computer
vision algorithm to track pen movement in mid-air. Then using a smartphone
users can visualise the drawn sketch. Other user interfaces track the pen using
a camera. For example, [81]’s system uses IR-LEDs inside the pen that a
camera tracks.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.23: Pens are common tools used to sketch. For 3D sketching, it
is important to consider how the system tracks the pen position in space.
Examples of pens for 3D sketching. (a) ARPen [96] and (b) [8, 99]’s pen.

Finally, pens can also provide other physical affordances that enhance
the user experience like haptic feedback [95, 8, 98], and force-sensitive
sensors [8]. For example, Israel et al.’s pen (Figure 8.23b) allows users to
draw by pressing the upper component of the pen until it touches the lower
component, and depending on the force by which the user pressed the pen the
width of the stroke changes from 1 to 8 mm.

Gestures

Gestures are input events using human hands, and they consist of the
movement of fingers and arms in mid-air. One advantage of interactions
with gestures is that gesture-based interfaces can reduce the complexity of
interaction between humans and computers [100]. And a specific advantage
of using gestures for 3D sketching is that this interaction allows for detailed
control using the index finger, and more dynamic control using the whole arm
as shown by [101]. See Figure 8.24.

However, when designing a user interface for 3D sketching, it is important
to distinguish between manipulative and communicative gestures [102].
Manipulative gestures are those used to interact with objects, for example,
take an object, move it somewhere and release it. These gestures do not
require attention resources, as using hands is a natural way to interact
with the physical world and objects in it, and therefore do not disturb the
sketching process. On the other hand, communicative gestures use gestures as
symbolic shapes that communicate specific acts. For example, the American
sign language (ASL). When using communicative gestures for 3D sketching,
users need to remember the meaning behind each sign, which can break
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.24: Gestures allow users to draw strokes using their fingers and arms.
For example, (a) users draw with their fingers in AiRSculpt [33], and (b) with
their arms in Surface drawing [101].

the sketching process [41]. Another problem to consider is that current
gesture recognition technology is not accurate enough to make the interaction
seamless. For example, users can only move their hands after the system
detects their gestures. Therefore, even using manipulative gestures can be
clumsy, especially as there needs to be a second gesture or input device to tell
the system when to start and end a stroke. Finally, gestures can also fatigue
the user, known as the gorilla arm effect [103].

For 3D sketching, the gestures interaction technique can use a single hand
to interact with the sketch [16, 104, 101, 66]. Usually, these systems use the
index finger to draw strokes, for example, Dudley et al.’s system and Virtual
Hand [104]. This interaction technique can also use all the fingers to create
strokes [44] or the palm [101, 66]. Finally, gestures can use two hands to
control the sketch. In these user interfaces, users draw with one hand and
edit the sketch using both hands [105, 66, 33]. When evaluating gesture
interfaces, previous work found that they present the accuracy problems of
3D sketching [16, 33]. Some users also have problems doing the appropriate
gesture to activate an option, which affects the usability of the interaction
technique [33].

Finally, there are different ways to track the user’s hands and detect their
gestures. One way is to use a camera [16, 105, 66, 33], another way is to use
a glove [44, 104, 101].

Other-inputs

Other projects have used interesting interaction devices to create strokes
that do not emulate using a pen to draw. Here we call them other-inputs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.25: Other-inputs use physical tools to draw strokes. For example, (a)
Surface drawing [101] uses a tong, and (b) Leal et al.’s system uses fabric.

Using other-inputs can bring an element of exploration and creativity to
the design process, as the user interface can become part of the process.
There are also almost endless possibilities to create physical tools that match
particular modelling tasks. However, most of the other-inputs are custom
made and require technical knowledge of electronics. Finally, users might
find it difficult to use these interaction devices if their shape does not
correspond with their functionality. One example of other-inputs is the bucket
used to splash paint in CavePainting [19]. Other examples are the tongs
and magnet used to edit the sketch in Surface Drawing [101] as shown in
Figure 8.25(a). Finally, Leal et al.’s system, shown in Figure 8.25(b) uses
fabric to create strokes. This material is flexible to manipulate but strong
enough to keep the shape.

The new generation of high-quality VR and AR headsets that have
their own controllers made developing 3D sketching user interfaces simpler.
Especially as designers do not need to think about the hardware elements.
However, in this section, we discussed some of the problems that the current
generation of commercial controllers and those made and used in research
have. We also presented three other input devices that have their own set
of affordances, which help users sketch more accurately. Or in the case of
other-inputs, these devices also help user’s creativity. We encourage designers
of 3D sketching user interfaces to consider the type of controllers their
interface uses.

8.2.2.2 Haptic feedback

When interacting with objects, humans get a tactile sensation that helps
us distinguish different properties of the object, which is known as haptic
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.26: Drawing over real-objects allows users to experience haptic
feedback when sketching over them. For example, (a) [110]’s system and
(b) [35]’s study.

feedback. However, this sensation is not present when interacting with virtual
objects unless we use a device capable of simulating the feeling of touching
an object by applying forces, vibrations, or motions [106]. For 3D sketching,
haptic feedback helps users improve their accuracy [19, 107]. Next, we
discuss different interaction devices and techniques that recreate the feeling
of haptic feedback. Each of these interaction devices and techniques has its
own set of affordances and problems.

Real-objects

Real-objects provide passive haptic feedback when the user touches them,
and this physical materiality can affect the user sketch. For example, using
a pen to draw provides haptic feedback that affects the way users hold and
use the pen to draw. For example, the pen-shaft shape and diameter affect the
way users control their movement while sketching [88]. Also, a lightweight
pen prevents user fatigue when using the precision grip [85, 108]. Finally,
it is this physical materiality that allows users to guide the pen precisely in a
precision grip, since slight movements of the fingertips, which are transferred
to the pen, resulting in minimal changes in the position of the pen, which in
turn are perceived by the fingertips [109].

It is also possible to use physical 3D models of shapes that users can
draw over [110, 81]. For example, Jackson and Keefe [110] use 3D printed
shapes of scientific datasets that users can explore by sketching over them
as illustrated in Figure 8.26. Using a 3D model as haptic feedback can bring
some inaccuracies to the stroke, especially if the tip of the device does not fit
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.27: Examples of systems that use portable surfaces. (a)
SymbiosisSketch [11] and (b) Hyve-3D [15]

in at the edge of a concave or convex shape, as users cannot correctly trace
over the outline of the object [35].

Portable surfaces

Portable-surfaces use touch devices to give users a physical surface they
can touch. Some user interfaces use a mobile device [56, 11, 15, 83, 18,
111, 112], and other user interfaces use a tablet without a screen [58, 26].
Portable-surfaces allow users to utilise their 2D drawing skills to sketch
in 3D by using the screen as a physical canvas. To position the stroke in
place, users point the mobile device to the selected object. For example,
SymbiosisSketch [11] uses a tablet to add details to previously drawn objects
as shown in Figure 8.27(a). Users need to point the tablet at the object they
want to draw on. Another approach is to use the tablet as an interaction device,
where users also draw. For example, Hyve-3D [15] uses the tablet as a 3D
cursor and as a drawing surface as shown in Figure 8.27(b). Users move the
canvas by using touch gestures and draw on the canvas using one finger. In
SketchTab3D [112] users 2D sketches using the tablet screen. Then, users
position these sketches in space using the tablet. Once a sketch is attached to
a tablet, users can continue updating this sketch even if they are not directly
looking at it.

One problem with portable-surfaces is that users can not feel the shape of
the drawn object, or its material. Another problem is that in some examples,
users need to keep the tablet static while drawing with one hand, which can
be tiring. However, one way to avoid this problem is to allow users to move
the tablet without moving the sketch, for example SketchTab3d [112].
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.28: Examples of systems that use fixed surfaces. (a) [27]’s system
and (b) Mockup Builder [54]

Fixed surfaces

Fixed-surfaces are tables or screens that have touch capabilities, as illustrated
in Figure 8.28. Users draw on the screen by using their fingers or other
objects. This characteristic makes the fixed-surfaces devices have similar
affordances to the portable-surface devices. One advantage of fixed-surfaces
over portable-surfaces is that the user does not carry the device, which
prevents fatigue.

However, it is important to consider how to change the user’s
viewpoint when using a fixed-surface device. Some user interfaces use 3D
navigation techniques to change the user’s viewpoint position [27, 28].
These implementations can be useful to expert designers that have a lot of
experience working with 3D CAD systems, as they know how to manipulate
the camera fast. However, more novice users can find this approach difficult
to use [113]. Other devices use AR headsets to see the shapes outside
the screen [54, 55, 57]. These user interfaces are useful for collaborative
environments, as many users can see the drawn shapes from multiple
viewpoints. Also, most touch tables can support multiple inputs, which helps
different designers draw at the same time.

Force feedback

Force-feedback devices use different technologies to manipulate the
movement of the device held by the user, see Figure 8.29. For example,
vibrotactile actuators [114], pneumatic actuators [115], electrical muscle
stimulation (EMS) [116] and mechanical actuators [117]. The way these
devices work changes depending on the technology used and a designer of
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.29: Examples of systems that use force-feedback devices. (a)
VRSketchPen [98] and (b) Dynamic Dragging [75]

a user interface for 3D sketching needs to choose the correct technology for
their system. For example, some devices are fixed in a position, such as The
Touch [118] or Phantom [119] among others, while others allow users to
move, such as VRSketchPen [98] among others.

Force-feedback devices are intended to feel the size, shape and properties
of different objects. For example, feel the difference when modelling with
clay versus wood, or feel the edges of a virtual object. One way to use a
force-feedback device is to show the user the position of the drawing canvas
[29] or the modelled shape [31]. Another way is to snap the controller to the
stroke. For example, Drawing on Air [74] and Dynamic Dragging [75] use
3D tape drawing, and utilise a force-feedback device to constrain the stylus
tip to remain on the line segment connecting the two hands. Dynasculpt [20]
uses the force-feedback device to alter the sculptural qualities of the stroke.
Finally, VRSketchPen [98] allows users to feel the position and the texture of
the touched object.

One lesson to take away from this section is that haptic feedback is an
important component of any sketching interface. Even the passive haptic
feedback of pen-like devices to sketch in VR will affect how the user
sketches. When using different types of haptic feedback, it is important
to consider how they affect the sketching action. In this section, we also
presented other types of passive haptic feedback, like touch surfaces that
allow users to utilise their 2D drawing skills to sketch in 3D. Finally, there
are also force-feedback devices that create the sensation of touching a virtual
object.
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8.3 Summary

In this chapter, we present different interaction devices or techniques that help
users sketch in 3D and discuss the various advantages and disadvantages of
each project. We classified these interaction devices or techniques by the type
of sketch they aim to create (conceptual, technical or a mix). We also discuss
the functional and physical affordances each project presents. Our goal was to
help designers of future interaction devices or techniques for 3D sketching a
general overview of the area so they can design their own interaction devices
or techniques.
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